THEME 2: GO BACK TO WHERE YOU CAME FROM
SUMMARY

WHY ARE IMMIGRANTS
AND ASYLUM SEEKERS
FEARED?

• Migrants, refugees and asylum seekers
have been placed at the centre of a heated
national debate about immigration and
security. They are feared as potential
threats to Australia and have been
constantly marginalised to the fringes of
society

• Following 9/11 and key controversies in the
early 2000s, migrants and asylum seekers
became a big part of political discourses
in Australia. Minorities quickly became
securitised and ‘otherised’ through public
discourse and policy

• The national conversation must change the
way it speaks about asylum seekers and
refugees as it risks deepening the existing
trauma that these minorities have from their
home countries. Existing treatment of these
groups, particularly detention conditions,
have lead to increased suicide rates and
mental health degradation

• Politicians such as far right senators have
doubled down on these groups for political
gain and the perception of ‘protecting
Australia’s borders’ through symbolic (but
hollow) policies such as “Turning back the
boats”
• Turmoil in the Middle East following the Arab
Spring has seen an increased flow of refugees
and has revived political debate around
refugees and asylum seekers in recent times.
Native Australians fear that their country is at
risk of increased crime, violence and even a
terrorist attack

• Politicians and the media have played a key
role in demonising these groups in pursuit
of popularity despite the fact that existing
research has failed to show any clear
link between migration and compromised
security

THE NEED TO CHANGE THE CONVERSATION
• There is clear evidence that migrants and
refugees have had, compared to the rest of
Australia, higher levels of

• Existing depictions of security concerns
surrounding refugees and asylum seekers have
created significant polarisation in society and
has antagonised minority groups. Many of these
groups are already extremely disadvantaged

• Suicide,
• Mental health degradation
• Real physical harm being created by
inmates in fortified prisons

• Migrants and refugees have usually fled difficult
situations and may have existing trauma from
being securitised in their home countries. Existing
conversation otherises these groups and deepens
this trauma further

• The national conversation needs to realise how
high the stakes are and how urgent the need for
change is
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THE ROLE OF
POLITICIANS

THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA
• The media has played a crucial role in
the past few years to shape a particular

• Conservative politicians have taken hard-line

narrative around migrants and refugees.

stances against refugees and asylum seekers

This is specifically true of right wing and

in a bid to seem ‘practical’ and ‘willing’ about

conservative media elements which always

security concerns. Their rhetoric has lead to

side with nationalist anti-refugee viewpoints

the demonisation of refugees as a national
security threat

• These media outlets paint refugees as
potential terrorists and as people leeching

• Mainstream politicians have been party to

off of the Australian system. There have been

this demonisation - PM Scott Morison’s role in

shocking front page newspaper headlines

Operation Sovereign Borders and ex-PM Tony

coming from mainstream news outlets such

Abbott’s “Turn Back the Boats” campaign

as the Daily Telegraph, Sun Herald and The

have been etched into the national memory

Australian

and have had a wide ranging influence on
asylum seeker perceptions

• The media has operated through little
evidence and in spite of this, has recklessly

• Politicians have often shown clear ignorance

called out entire ethnic groups such as South

of the suffering they inflict and the trauma

Sudanese refugees

that they deepen. For example, Senator
Fraser Anning’s use of the Christchurch

• The national conversation about migrants,

Mosque attacks as an opportunity to further

refugees and asylum seekers as security

stigmatise migrants is a clear statement

threats and criminals does not exist in a

of his lack of empathy and extreme anti-

vacuum and an irresponsible press has had a

immigration biases

major hand to play

THE TRUTH BEHIND THE REFUGEE PARANOIA
• There is very little data supporting the claim

• The national conversation must raise its

that refugees and asylum seekers are criminals or

standards, resist poorly evidenced rhetoric and

terrorists. In fact, some data shows that far-right

heed the potentially destructive impacts of its

political cultures may be more dangerous to

discourse. These segments of our society are

national security

not security threats. They go on to be important
contributors to Australia’s growth as a nation

• Most refugees and asylum seekers are factually

and their hard work must not be dismissed.

found to be genuine and deserve to be resettled.
They often flee from political problems that are
created by the very countries they are fleeing
to. Drawing the connection between them and
security cuts deep into their past tragedies
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